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Acknowledging 

things…

…both grand and minuscule; 

embracing perspectives 

that are fluid, moving like 

a river, and challenging us 

to reflect on the magnitude 

of our environment and 

how we fit, think and 

operate within it…and who 

we do this with. 
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Serendipity

“Finding something valuable or delightful when you are not looking for it.”
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1) When you hear hoof beats think 

horses, 

Not Zebras

The Master Clinician



Tendon Lag

• Students/Newbies vs Master Clinicians:

– When PROM >> AROM

• Weakness

• Neurologic

• Pain/fear

• Scar/Adherence



Lag is the signal Sueoka, S; J Hand Ther, 2008

Etc
Cifaldi, JHT 1991 

“Early progressive resistance following 

immobilization of flexor tendon repairs”



Rule benders…



2)  Clinical Principles: 
that I hang my hat on after having made big mistakes

• Anatomy/mechanics is power

• Do no harm

• Diagnosis 

– diagnosis 

• diagnosis



Evolution from newbie to “expert”



“Mal”-Anatomy

Utilize your X-Ray vision



Wrist Sprain? 

Good or bad?

Which is worse?

Who did it?



Of course… 

but maybe?



3) Perceptions (bias) can be deceptive

• Confirmation Bias:  

– Evaluate evidence that supports a prior 

belief differently from evidence that 

challenges these convictions

• Long-term Follow-up:

– Nothing ruins good outcomes more than 

long-term follow-up

• Sufficiency of Proof Axiom:



Of course…early is better than late
Driessens et al; JHT 2013 

“A retrospective cohort investigation of active range of motion within one week 

of open reduction and internal fixation of distal radius fractures 



• Volar Plate (ORIF)

– Palmar tilt = 8 deg (+/- 6) 

– 6 wks

• *Grip

• *ROM

• *QuickDASH

– 1 year

• *Grip

• ROM

• QuickDASH

• Percutaneous (CREF)

– Palmar tilt = 2 deg (+/-10)

– 6 wks

• Grip

• ROM

• QuickDASH

– 1 year

• Grip

• ROM

• QuickDASH

*Significantly 

Better

2013



It can feel like…



Emotions associated with: 
Our Science vs Our Opinion

• “Clinical instincts” (+/- previous evidence) supporting 

HT conflicts with the higher level evidence?  

…the feeling of discomfort 

that results from holding two 

conflicting beliefs

Feelings I have experienced: 

surprised/confused, embarrassed/guilty, fearful/angry



2011



4) Responding is important

It is how we remain open to data or luck 
(serendipity: fortunate or accidental discoveries) 

and how we respond to this that matters.

If something does not 

smell right challenge 

it…but be open to 

how it can enlighten. 



5) Clinical trials do not always 

reflect clinical reality 

• Statistical 

Significance

• Clinically 

Important 

Differences

• Variability
– “All patients are 

different”



6) Observation is the seed of innovation 

Acknowledge your biases; embrace your keen observational 

senses; and ignite your problem solving skill sets.

If it makes sense and the results 

are favorable explore if your 

bias was controlled.

If the results induce an internal 

dissonance at best, and anger at 

worst, then look for: 

•variability in how they 

approached the problem or 

the results.

•lumping all pts together. 



7) It is easier to 

stereotype

“I'm like my mother, I stereotype. It's faster.” 

Who really needs hand therapy?

Who needs 1 on 1 or just HEP? 

Who needs Rx to stop/continue?

Who needs to be rested or restored?

Up in the Air, 2009



Characterizing and Stratifying
Cyriax, 1982

Galloway, 1992

Kraushaar/Nirschl, 1999

Profiling: 
“the act or process of extrapolating information about a 

person based on known traits or tendencies” 



Wixom/LaStayo 2011



Wixom/LaStayo 2011



8) “Clinical Research”…we all do it

• Accept that we are trying to marry our clinical 

experience and the evidence with the novelty 

that each patient brings to the clinical situation.

• Optimizing efficiency and cost effectiveness.

• Practice “Skeptical Empiricism”                    
Gerald Holten, Prof of Physics and History of Science-Harvard



9) Know What You Are Looking At!

Acknowledge Differences

Stratify/Characterize

Treat Accordingly Using a Strategic Approach



9) Seek the optimal dosage
Flowers, McClure, etc 

We are constantly adding and subtracting stressors from 

our patient’s programs



10) Whole is better than its parts

• Listening to patients and hearing their perspective as to their progress 

toward their dream recovery, and what resources they need to make 

this dream come true regardless of what we can offer.  

• What proportion of their dream can the team predictably help with.  

• The complete hand therapist is a direct result of many parts.

All of my relationships…



Thank You


